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TLTA's unveriﬁed claims about title insurance.
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Clearing up TLTA's murky misinformation on title insurance

Despite TLTA’s claims, Texas has only one rate for title insurance. It is set by
the state, and must be used by all insurance companies for all consumers in all
transactions. Any attempt to offer a lower rate and be competitive is prohibited
by law.
While title costs have decreased nationwide over the last 25 years, Texas rates
increased in 2013 and are now higher than all but 4 other states.
TLTA cannot refute these simple truths, and has therefore sought to muddy the
water with “alternative facts” based on data that:
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Has not been released by TLTA
Cannot be authenticated or veriﬁed
May include any number of taxes or fees unrelated to title insurance.

New Houston Chronicle article
details the ﬁght for title insurance
reform

TribTalk: Bring Rate Competition
to Title Insurance
by Bill Hammond
Texas is a bastion of free enterprise,
what The Economist once described
as a land of “buccaneering
capitalism.” Our cultural afﬁnity for
self-reliance guides our belief in free
markets, rooted in a strong belief
that competition works and success
should be determined by the
strength of one’s ideas and
willingness to work hard to make a
vision reality.
From solo entrepreneurs, to momand-pop storefronts and small tech
start-ups, to the multi-national
corporations that call the Lone Star
State home, there is a belief you can
succeed here. The Texas jobs record
proves it, almost singlehandedly
pulling the nation out of recession
after the ﬁnancial collapse.

In a newly released article for the
Houston Chronicle, reporter James
Drew detailed the brewing
legislative ﬁght between Texans for
Free Enterprise and the title
industry's outsized lobbying effort to
maintain the status quo in Texas' title
insurance market.
The Chronicle compared the
data being presented by each
organization and highlighted the
differences in legislative strategy and
messaging between the two factions.
While TFE brought on notable
advocates for free enterprise such as
Bill Hammond, the industry hired 21
lobbyists to push their anticompetitive agenda. The industry
presents unveriﬁable data to make
their claims while TFE promotes
reviewable research conducted by a
professor at the University of Texas'
LBJ School of Public Affairs. Drew
also noted that Texas stands with
Florida as the only states with a true
ﬁxed rate system for title insurance.
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winners and losers. Despite that
culture, there are pockets of anticompetitive behavior where
government regulation and edict rule
the day, harming consumers with a
19th century regulatory model. One
such industry that ﬁts that description
is title insurance....
Read the full Op-ed at TribTalk, a
publication of the Texas Tribune
HERE

Texas vs Kansas: Who pays more
for title insurance?
While the title industry continues to
claim the lack of competition is a
better deal for Texas consumers, the
fact still remains that consumers all
over the country are paying less for
title insurance because their title
insurers compete to offer the best
price.
For example, in Kansas a
homebuyer will pay just $1,378 for
title insurance on a $300,000
home while a consumer in Texas will
pay $2,663 for the same service just
because the state sets the rate and
doesn't allow competition.

